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<html>

<head>…</head>

<body>

<table>…</table>

\documentclass[11pt]{report}

\usepackage{f…}

\begin{document}

\title{…}

\author{…}

LaTeX (beamer)
HTML

PDFLatex

Usually, we create a website where we make the software. On this

way, all people around the world interested in our tool will be able

to download, not only the tool, but possible all documentation we

provide and also samples, different versions, usefull links related

with the tool and many other thinks.

But, all this documentation we want to disponibilize, implies that
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<table>…</table>

</body>

</html>

\author{…}

\maketitle

…
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But, all this documentation we want to disponibilize, implies that

we document the tool: what is the tool; the main goal of being

conceived; how it's use; how is installed.

However, only one way is not sufficient. Trough the site we created

to disponibilize the tool; after that others things we will need.

In this context of development of tools, we have designed a XML

dialect, XTDL (XML Tool Definition Language) to describe tools.

One description in XTDL is independent of the target document we

want to produce. In this description we give details about the

authors, the versions that already exists and documentation

available.

Beyond that, it is also allowed to, include a generic description and

technical information (architecture, technologies used to develop

the tool, ...). A conceptual map over the domain of tool, can also be

added.

\documentclass[11pt]{article}

\usepackage{f…}

\begin{document}

\title{…}

\author{…}

\maketitle

…

concept(cgr,'Code Generator').

concept(ass,'Assembler').

url(ass,'ConceptsA.html#ass').

assoc(is-member).

map(lp, '', lang).

map(lproc, performs, lp).

…
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